Project Title: Integrating Collaborations tools with Software Development Assistance (SDA)

Meeting ID: M06
Meeting Date: February 24, 2009
Meeting Place: Tietronix Software.Inc
Meeting Time: 3.30 pm

Meeting Attendees:
Mr. Abbasi Dhillawala, Mr. Adebiyi Olukayode, Mr. Omkar Wadkar, Mr. Zhen-Yu Fang and Ms Prachi Phatak.

Meeting absence:
Dr. Perez-Davila

Meeting Summary:

- Discussion about class diagrams.
- Discussion about the database structure.
  - id = primary key
  - contenteid + contentVersion + contentType = Business key
- Understanding the naming conventions for the software.
- Discussion about the Java classes used.
  - Model classes
  - Action classes
  - Manager classes
  - DAL classes
- Agenda for next meeting.